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The war had been going on for nearly a year and the Sirian Empire had a huge advantage in personnel and equipment. Earth needed an edge.
Which was where James Mowry came in. If a small insect buzzing around in a car could so distract the driver as to cause that vehicle to crash, think
what havoc one properly trained operative could wreak on an unuspecting enemy. Intensively trained, his appearance surgically altered, James
Mowry is landed on Jaimec, the ninety-fourth planet of the Sirian Empire. His mission is simple: sap morale, cause mayhem, tie up resources, wage a
one-man war on a planet of eighty million. In short, be a wasp. First published in 1957, WASP is generally regarded as Eric Frank Russell's best
novel, a witty and exciting account of a covert war in the heart of enemy territory.
Harry Harrison was recognized as a Grand Master by the Science Fiction Writers of America. He was best known for his 'Deathworld' and 'Stainless
Steel Rat' series. He was nominated for the Hugo, Nebula, Locus, and Sideways Awards. He was inducted into the Science Fiction Hall of Fame in
2004. This omnibus edition of his work includes four complete novels and six short stories. Both of his best known series, 'Deathworld' and 'The
Stainless Steel Rat' are represented herein. Hours of science fiction delight await you in this five hundred page omnibus edition of some of his finest
work.
The Stainless Steel Rat for President is a novel by Harry Harrison, author of innumerable science fiction novels and stories. At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Collecting together, for the first time ever, over two-year’s worth of strips from the golden age of newspaper comic strips. Harken back to a bygone
era of swashbuckling heroes, science fiction high-adventure, with ray guns, rocket ships, strange monsters, damsels in distress and unbridled heroism!
FLASH GORDON, the swashbuckling, all-American hero has been saving Earth and the universe from madmen, megalomaniacs and Ming the
Merciless since 1934. He is science fiction’s most enduring super-hero icon, and his name has become synonymous with heroic deeds. Flash Gordon
is also the original inspiration behind Star Wars, the muse to rock super group, Queen and star of his own cult 1980s movie! This new volume is
presents the continuing adventures of Flash Gordon, the original guardian of the galaxy as he strives to save us all from a slew of villains hell-bent
of domination, destruction and devilment!
Deathworld
The History of Science Fiction
Tony Curtis & Roger Moore!
The Stainless Steel Rat Book 4
Outpost
Harry Harrison Super PackSimon and Schuster
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The History of Science Fiction traces the origin and development of science fiction from Ancient Greece up to the present day. The
author is both an academic literary critic and acclaimed creative writer of the genre. Written in lively, accessible prose it is specifically
designed to bridge the worlds of academic criticism and SF fandom.
To Guide and Inspire. Share her wonder. Dance with her always. Teach her to be courageous, fearless, confident in any situation.
Anchored in values and filled with clear and simple words of wisdom, this small book speaks large truths about raising a daughter.
About respect and trust. About unicorns and sports and boys. And about the joys and responsibilities that come with being the first man
in her life.
Gives a critique of Michelangelo's works as well as highlights from his life
System and Aesthetics in the Age of Empire
Deathworld 2
The Poltergeist Prince of London
Bill, The Galactic Hero
FROZEN HELL is the original version of John W. Campbell's classic novella, Who Goes There? (filmed as
The Thing). Recently discovered among Campbell's papers, this version adds another 45 pages to the
story. Includes a Preface by Alec Nevala-Lee and an Introduction by Robert Silverberg.
With interest waning in the space program, a public affairs director at NASA reveals a shocking secret
about the Apollo 11 mission from 50 years ago in this science-fiction thriller co-written by two awardwinning authors. 25,000 first printing.
The Science Fiction Novel Super Pack #1 brings you ten full novels, and more than 1,500 pages of awe
inspiring fiction. These are the novelists who shaped the field. Collectively these authors have won
thirteen Hugo awards and four Nebula awards, while six of them have been named Grand Masters by the
Science Fiction Writers of America. Collected here are: 'Empire' by Clifford D. Simak; 'Falcons of
Narabedla' by Marion Zimmer Bradley; 'The Green Odyssey' by Philip José Farmer; 'The Stars, My Brothers'
by Edmond Hamilton; 'The Time Traders' by Andre Norton; 'Deathworld' by Harry Harrison; 'Star Surgeon'
by Alan E. Nourse; 'A Voyage to Arcturus' by David Lindsay; 'Preferred Risk' by Frederik Pohl & Lester
del Rey; 'Space Tug' by Murray Leinster.
Sixty-five million years ago, a disastrous cataclysm eliminated three quarters of all life on Earth.
Overnight, the age of dinosaurs ended. The age of mammals had begun. But what if history had happened
differently? What if the reptiles had survived to evolve intelligent life? In West of Eden, bestselling
author Harry Harrison has created a rich, dramatic saga of a world where the descendents of the
dinosaurs struggled with a clan of humans in a battle for survival. Here is the story of Kerrick, a
young hunter who grows to manhood among the dinosaurs, escaping at last to rejoin his own kind. His
knowledge of their strange customs makes him the humans' leader...and the dinosaurs' greatest enemy.
Rivalling Frank Herbert's Dune in the majesty of its scope and conception, West of Eden is a monumental
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epic of love and savagery, bravery and hope. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Stuff Every College Student Should Know
The Adventures of the Stainless Steel Rat
The Art of Michelangelo
Father to Daughter, Revised Edition
Alien Interaction Trilogy

This is a classic science fiction short story by Harry Harrison. The K-Factor is an equation used to asses the
probability of war. A young man is charged with using the K-Factor and the field of Sociatics to avert war on
another planet. However, there is a traitor in his midst who has the power to cause a catastrophe. Will he find the
traitor? Find out in this classic sci-fi tale. This work is part of our Vintage Sci-Fi Classics Series, a series in which we
are republishing some of the best stories in the genre by some of its most acclaimed authors, such as Isaac
Asimov, Marion Zimmer Bradley, and Robert Sheckley. Each publication is complete with a short introduction to
the history of science fiction.
The planet was unknown¿ a savagely primitive place where every man had to kill every other man - or live as a
slave. The inhabitants lived in the early Bronze Age one minute, and in the early Machine Age the next.
Technology had degenerated into a number of mysteries jealously guarded by separate brotherhoods. But Jason
dinAlt was a gambler. He realised that if he was ever going to get a winning hand in this game, the brotherhoods
would need a shuffle¿
Bill, the Galactic Hero is written by Harry Harrison who is also the author of Deathworld, Make Room! Make Room!
(filmed as Soylent Green), the popular Stainless Steel Rat books, and many other famous works of SF. "Simply the
funniest science fiction book ever written."--New York Times besteselling author Terry Pratchett At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Callahan's Place is the neighborhood tavern to all of time and space, where the regulars are anything but. Pull up
a chair, grab a glass of your favorite, and listen to the stories spun by time travelers, cybernetic aliens,
telepaths...and a bunch of regular folks on a mission to save the world, one customer at a time.
Arm of the Law
Your Strengths Journey Begins Here
Flash Gordon Dailies: Austin Briggs: Radium Mines Of Electra
West of Eden
Frozen Hell
Some planet in the galaxy must--by definition--be the toughest, meanest, nastiest of all. If Pyrrus
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wasn't it ... it was an awfully good approximation!
Slippery Jim DiGriz. The galaxy's greatest thief and con artist: the Stainless Steel Rat. For novel upon
novel, Jim DiGriz has outfoxed the forces of conventionality, cutting a stylish swathe through dozens of
star systems. Now, Slippery Jim and his beautiful wife Angelina find themselves becalmed on a painfully
boring backwater planet, with nothing to do but practice their skills at computer crime. Then they meet
a billionaire who claims to be 40,000 years old--who offers them millions of credits to investigate a
string of unsolved interstellar bank robberies. Robberies which, it turns out, always happen when the
circus is nearby. . . . In a sense, The Stainless Steel Rat has always been a high-wire performer. Now,
as he infiltrates the world of the galactic big top, he's taking the role to extremes . . . and drawing
the attention of more dangerous ringmasters and strongmen than he ever expected. Will this be his final
show? Has Slippery Jim finally leapt for his last trapeze? Naaah. At the Publisher's request, this title
is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
When a chain reaction of supernovae explosions at the core of the galaxy unleashes a deadly wave of
radiation that will sterilize the entire galaxy, the Citizens--accompanied by Kirsten Quinn-Kovacs, a
descendant of human survivors rescued by the Citizens from a dying starship--flee into the unknown, in a
novel set in the Known Space universe. Reprint.
Alien Interaction Trilogy - The three books combined.
Wasp
Callahan's Crosstime Saloon
Winter in Eden
Level Up!
The Remarkable True Story of the Battersea Poltergeist

First published in the year 1898, the present book 'Rupert of Hentzau' was written by the celebrated English novelist and playwright Anthony Hope. This novel is a sequel to the author's one of the much appreciated novels 'The Prisoner of Zenda'.
The present book 'The Misplaced Battleship' is a science fiction work by American author Harry Harrison. It was first published in
the year 1960.
It began with a key. One afternoon in 1956, in the home of the Hitchings family in Battersea, south London, a small silver key
appeared on Shirley Hitchings’ bed. This seemingly insignificant event heralded the beginning of one of the most terrifying,
incredible and mysterious hauntings in British history. The spirit, who quickly became known as ‘Donald’, began to communicate,
initially via tapping sounds, but over time - and with the encouragement of psychical researcher Harold Chibbett, whose case-files
appear here – by learning to write. Soon, the spirit had begun to make simply incredible claims about his identity, insisting that he
was one of the most famous figures in world history – but what was the truth? Here, for the first time, is the full story, told by the
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woman right at the heart of it all – Shirley herself.
Ecological Form brings together leading voices in nineteenth-century ecocriticism to suture the lingering divide between
postcolonial and ecocritical approaches. Together, these essays show how Victorian thinkers used aesthetic form to engage problems
of system, interconnection, and dispossession that remain our own. The authors reconsider Victorian literary structures in light of
environmental catastrophe; coordinate “natural” questions with sociopolitical ones; and underscore the category of form as a means
for generating environmental—and therefore political—knowledge. Moving from the elegy and the industrial novel to the utopian
romance, the scientific treatise, and beyond, Ecological Form demonstrates how nineteenth-century thinkers conceptualized the
circuits of extraction and violence linking Britain to its global network. Yet the book’s most pressing argument is that this past
thought can be a resource for reimagining the present.
The Stainless Steel Rat for President
Deathworld Book 2
Hell's Cartographers
The Misplaced Battleship
The Stainless Steel Rat Joins The Circus
Slippery Jim di Griz - the Stainless Steel Rat - is still recovering from his efforts to save his beloved Angelina from the
notorious Interstellar Internal and External Revenue when he is called upon to perform the impossible. Saving the galaxy.
But can he pull it off? The galaxy is being attacked by every kind of alien race - untold billions of tentacled, slimy, green,
clawed mutations - and time is running out. Aided and abetted by his wife Angelina and his teenage sons, James and
Bolivar, Jim infiltrates the nerve centre of the enemy council chambers. But he hasn't reckoned on the grey men and their
commitment to a 'holy crusade' to destroy mankind - permanently!
Science fiction-roman.
Sir Roger George Moore, KBE, born on 14th October 1927, in Stockwell, London, England, was an actor, best known for
having played Ian Fleming's British secret agent James Bond, in seven films from 1973 to 1985. He also played Simon
Templar in the television series The Saint from 1962 to 1969 and Lord Brett Sinclair in The Persuaders! from 1971 to 1972
with Tony Curtis.
The Stainless Steel Rat's Revenge is a novel by Harry Harrison, author of innumerable science fiction novels and stories.
At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Stainless Steel Rat Wants You!
The Guide to Great Video Game Design
The Stainless Steel Rat's Revenge
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Rupert of Hentzau
The Cassandra Project

Six bestselling authors provide lively personal histories that provide fascinating insights into the creative process — and
offer inspiration for aspiring wordsmiths. Includes essays by Robert Silverberg, Alfred Bester, Harry Harrison, Damon
Knight, Frederik Pohl, and Brian W. Aldiss.
Jim believes he has pulled off a successful bank job, but is out-conned into working for the Special Corps, the elite lawenforcement and spy agency led by the former greatest crook in the Galaxy, Harold P. Inskipp, and composed mostly of
ex-criminals like him. He believes he has escaped from the Corps, and meets his love interest, Angelina - also a criminal
genius, but lacking in Jim's relatively high moral codes and strictures against killing. She is building an illegal space
battleship on an otherwise peaceful planet. Angelina was born unattractive and committed crimes to pay for her
transformation into a beautiful woman; her psychological traumas are treated when Jim captures her, but she retains her
allure and her criminal tendencies and joins in the Special Corps as Jim's partner.
The Science Fiction Novel Super Pack #1 brings you ten full novels, and more than 1,500 pages of awe inspiring fiction.
These are the novelists who shaped the field. Collectively these authors have won thirteen Hugo awards and four Nebula
awards, while six of them have been named Grand Masters by the Science Fiction Writers of America. Collected here
are: 'Empire' by Clifford D. Simak; 'Falcons of Narabedla' by Marion Zimmer Bradley; 'The Green Odyssey' by Philip Jos
?Farmer; 'The Stars, My Brothers' by Edmond Hamilton; 'The Time Traders' by Andre Norton; 'Deathworld' by Harry
Harrison; 'Star Surgeon' by Alan E. Nourse; 'A Voyage to Arcturus' by David Lindsay; 'Preferred Risk' by Frederik Pohl &
Lester del Rey; 'Space Tug' by Murray Leinster.
This pocket-size handbook is the perfect gift for high-school seniors ready to conquer the college campus! Covering
everything from move-in day to graduation, this little book is the ultimate reference for every part of campus life,
including: · How to Pull an All-Nighter · How to Get Along with Your Roommate · How to Eat for No Money · How to Do
Laundry · How to Pick a Major
The Stainless Steel Rat Returns
Deathworld Two
Death World
Fleet of Worlds
Ecological Form
In the mood for a thought-provoking read from the golden age of science fiction? Dip into "Arm of the Law" from midPage 6/8
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century SF virtuoso Harry Harrison. In this tale, Harrison recounts an experiment in robotic law enforcement that goes
awry -- with an array of horrifying unforeseen consequences.
Jason dinAlt has been kidnapped and is being returned to the planet Cassylia to stand trial for his crimes. But en route
the space ship he is on crash lands on a planet inhabited by men who have lost much of their technology. It is up to
Jason to find a way to stay alive and get off planet. Can he succeed in leaving this new Deathworld?
A new ice age threatens Earth. Facing extinction, the dinosaurs must employ their mastery of biology to reconquer
human territory swiftly. Desperately, Kerrick launches an arduous quest to rally a final defense for humankind. With his
beloved wife and young son, he heads north to the land of the whale hunters, east into the enemy's stronghold, and
south to a fateful reckoning with destiny. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
After a ten-year absence, the return of one of the most enduring series characters in modern SF James Bolivar "Slippery
Jim" DiGriz, Special Corps agent, master con man, interstellar criminal (retired), is living high on the hog on the planet of
Moolaplenty when a long-lost cousin and a shipful of swine arrive to drain his bank account and send him and his lovely
wife, Angelina, wandering the stars on the wildest journey since Gulliver's Travels. In this darkly satiric work, Harry
Harrison bring his most famous character out of retirement for a grand tour of the galaxy. The Stainless Steel Rat rides
again: a cocktail in his hand, a smile on his lips, and larceny in his heart, in search of adventure, gravitons, and a way to
get rid of the pigs.
The Science Fiction Novel Super Pack
CliftonStrengths for Students
The Stainless Steel Rat
Life Lessons on Raising a Girl
Harry Harrison Super Pack

Helps aspiring college students discover where their strengths truly lie and how to develop them to reach their full potential at school and later in the real
world.
Design and build cutting-edge video games with help from video game expert Scott Rogers! If you want to design and build cutting-edge video games but
aren’t sure where to start, then this is the book for you. Written by leading video game expert Scott Rogers, who has designed the hits Pac Man World,
Maxim vs. Army of Zin, and SpongeBob Squarepants, this book is full of Rogers's wit and imaginative style that demonstrates everything you need to
know about designing great video games. Features an approachable writing style that considers game designers from all levels of expertise and experience
Covers the entire video game creation process, including developing marketable ideas, understanding what gamers want, working with player actions, and
more Offers techniques for creating non-human characters and using the camera as a character Shares helpful insight on the business of design and
how to create design documents So, put your game face on and start creating memorable, creative, and unique video games with this book!
From the bestselling co-author of the People novels comes a riveting science fiction adventure on a planet with danger around every corner Donovan is a
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world of remarkable wealth, a habitable paradise of a planet. It sounds like a dream come true. But Donovan's wealth comes at a price. When the ship
Turalon arrives in orbit, Supervisor Kalico Aguila discovers a failing colony, its government overthrown and the few remaining colonists now gone wild.
Donovan offers the chance of a lifetime, one that could leave her the most powerful woman in the solar system. Or dead. Planetside, Talina Perez is one
of three rulers of the Port Authority colony—the only law left in the one remaining town on Donovan. With the Corporate ship demanding answers about
the things she's done in the name of survival, Perez could lose everything, including her life. For Dan Wirth, Donovan is a last chance. A psychopath
with a death sentence looming over his head, he can't wait to set foot on Port Authority. He will make one desperate play to grab a piece of the
action—no matter who he has to corrupt, murder, or destroy. Captain Max Taggart has been The Corporation's "go-to" guy when it comes to brutal
enforcement. As the situation in Port Authority deteriorates, he'll be faced with tough choices to control the wild Donovanians. Only Talina Perez stands
in his way. Just as matters spiral out of control, a ghost ship, the Freelander, appears in orbit. Missing for two years, she arrives with a crew dead of old
age, and reeks of a bizarre death-cult ritual that deters any ship from attempting a return journey. And in the meantime, a brutal killer is stalking all of
them, for Donovan plays its own complex and deadly game. The secrets of which are hidden in Talina Perez's very blood.
The K-Factor
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